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FACTORS OF PRODUCTION AND INCENTIVES TO AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTION IN THE 

GENTRAL VALLEY OF CHILE (E/CN.12/306) 

Mr, BARR (Secretariat) explained that the study (E/CN,12/306) was 

a joint e f f o r t of ECLA and FAO in co-operation with the Chilean Ministry of 

Agriculture, which supplied a number of experts. Hie purpose of the study 

had been to examine in deta i l the factors of agricultural production r— land, 

manpower, draughtpower and working capital — in operation in a spec i f ic , 

limited area. He described the area that had been studied, the provinces of 

Santiago and Valparaiso, which had produced the equivalent of 90 mill ion 

dollars in crops in 1952 and supported a rural population of about half a 

mill ion people. 

One of the most important aspects of the study was the sampling method 

used. Grids were formed by l ines drawn on available maps of the area, and 

blocks were selected representing 5 per cent of the to ta l number of farms 

(406 in number). Questionnaires were prepared and enumerators f i l l e d them 

out in personal interviews with the owners or managers of each of the farms 

selected. 

The findings of the survey were quite signif icant in that they showed 

that land, labour and other factors were not being fu l l y or e f f i c i en t l y 

ut i l i zed . More than one- f i f th of the irr igated land, for example, was kept 

lying fallow or devoted to natural pastures. An exceedingly large part of 

farm pro f i ts was not being reinvested, particularly in the case of the large 

holdings, so that there had actually been an outflow of capital from the 

farms. Some of the eauses of those phenomena were the indifference of the 

manager, particularly when the owner was absent, and lack of interest on the 

part of the owner himself. Although small-holders used their lands more 

intensively, productivity per worker was low and l i t t l e of the production 

was available f o r sale a f ter meeting their own consumption needs. 

The agricultural labour force in the area was characterized by low 

cash incomes and per capita output as a result of the abundance of labour 

and lack of specialized training. As a result the labourer suffered from a 

low l i v ing standard and lack of incentive, and he was not able to participate 

in the urban economy, 

Hr„ BORGES (Braz i l ) said the study was the f i r s t serious attempt 

by an international organisation to use the sampling method for dealing with 

agricultural problems. In Brazil similar methods had been used in studying 

costs of production of cotton and co f fee in the Sao Paulo area; 

/The study 
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The study on incentives in Chile amply demonstrated the retarding influence 

of large holdings on .the, f u l l ut i l izat ion of the land, but he thought i t 

would increase the -value of the study i f more complete information could be 

given'on the sampling methods used. For example, i t would be interesting to 

see a copy of the questionnaire used. 

.In reference to the,specific chapters of the survey, he took note of the 

e f fect-o f land monopolization,on the distribution of incomes'. According to his 

own calculations from information, in. the study on the output per worker and 

the number of days worked, the average labourer's wage worked out to be not 

more than 100 pesos daily compared vdth an output of about 400 pesos. That 

situation was bad for the worker. 

On the .other hand, the conclusion of the study as to the direct correlation 

between farm size and labour productivity had been received as somewhat of a 

shock. The part of the document on mechanization was significant in that i t 

showed that the.purchase of nei* machines had not even been suff ic ient to 

replace worn-out equipment, while the amount of agricultural credit received 

by the farmers in the area had been insuf f ic ient . 

The most impressive conclusion that could be drawn from the study, however, 

was that fu l l e r ut i l izat ion of existing farm lands could greatly increase 

production, with very l i t t l e capital outlay, 

STUDY ON THE AGiilCUL'fUfti, OF BRAZIL (E/CN.12/307) 

Mr. PACTA (Secretariat) explained that the purpose of the agricultural 

study on Brazil (E/CN,12/307) was to evaluate the possibi l i t ies of development 

of the; important crops in each of the regions of the country. The subject 

was so vast, the country so diversi f ied and the time and information 

available so inadequate, that he f e l t i t necessary to stress that the study 

could not be considered as de f in i t i ve . 

The method; used had been that of direst consultation with experts and 

farmer3 acquainted with each.of the regions. In that way published data had 

.been veri f ied-or quali f ied and specific local conditions and idiosynoracies 

had been .taken-into.accoufct. In spice of the rnther unscientific procedure 

that had to be used in the survey, he thought that the urgent need for 
i • ' 

information on which direct ives. for agricultural policy could be based fu l l y 

justi f ied: the treatment; given to the subject , 

The state of dio,.Grande do Sul was a good example of a region in which wheat 

production could be greatly increased, but the lack of adequate maps made i t 

impossible to f i x the exact area which could be so ut i l i zed. I t was thus 

/necessary to 
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necessary to use personal judgment, which of course was open to.crit icism. 

Many deficiencies were encountered with regard'to water supply, labour, 

markets, prices and rel iable data concerning products, which did not have a 

wide commercial, market in the country. Such deficiencies could only be 

overcome by making assumptions based on informed opinion and partial 

.information, 

Mr. ZARUR (Brazi l ) recognized the value of the panoramic study 

of agriculture in Brazil and expressed his respect and appreciation for the 

work that had gone into document K/CI\i .12/307, but he wished to make some 
/ 

observations on certain weaknesses in the study. 

Any study carried out on such a large scale in so short a time was of 

course bound, to run into d i f f i cu l t i e s of over-generalizations whi h led to 

misleading conclusions. Perhaps the study could be interpreted as having laid 

down the over-al l "strategy" which now required detailed " tact ical " analysis. 

There existed a large number of detailed studies and information in Brazil 
4 

which could be ut i l ized in such an analysis. 

He agreed that the regional approach to the problem of agricultural 

development in Brazil was the only feasible one, but he was not in perfect 

agreement with the regions as selected and defined in the. ECIA study. Regions 

had to be defined by reference to complex human, economic and physical 

factors, in order to recognize the interdependence of some zones and avoid 

over-simplification in the demarkation of others. Studies of indices of 

ar idity, for example, showed that the drought area in the northeast was not 

as large as generally thought, whereas the water problem in the Amazon region 

was one worth careful study. The treatment of the northeast region in the 

ECIA study was too simplified and did not take into consideration the periodic 

crises brought about by the imbalance between production for the domestic 

market and for export „ 

He found that the treatment of the problem of population pressure ana 

migration was not uniform, the same facts having been used to support di f ferent 

theses in the same r e p o r t T h e contra! region of Braail. could net be 

treated a3 a unit; i t had to be sub-divided in order to give due consideration 

to the heterogeneous factors influencing agricultural development. 

. In short, the ECIA study amply demonstrated the d i f f i cu l t y of making 

general agricultural surveys which could be used as a basis for comparison 

with othei countries,. I t should be realized that no valid inter-county 

comparisons could be made, and ECIA's e f for ts should be channeled toward 

speci f ic , detailed agricultural studies. He did not wish to appear as 

/cri t ic iz ing the 
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criticizing the direction of ECLA's workj he only wished to stress that there 
was a lot of ground to cover and that it would require a lot of time and 
financial and human resources to provide the basic studies upon which 
agricultural development plans could be based, 

Mr. RIGAUD (Haiti) paid tribute to the lucid statement of the 
delegate of Brazil and to the high technical level of the discussion. He 
agreed that ECLA's study and those who worked on it deserved much credit, but 
was also of the opinion that more time was needed to organize ECLAs work, 
and' that It' was necessary to go deeply not only into agricultural problems 
but also to pose alternative course of action, 

Mr, GARRIDO (Dominican Republic) expressed satisfaction with the 
SOLA study, which after all was not definitive but for general orientation, 

* v 

and considered that the criticisms -nade in Committee could be interpreted 
too severely, 
STUDY ON ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF ECUADOR (S/CN.12/295) 

The CHAIRMAN, speaking as representative of Ecuador, said that the 
study was the most searching enquiry ever made into a Latin American country 
and fully justified the continuation of ECIA's efforts along the same lines. 
He cited the six principal parts of the stuiy as demonstrating its broad 
scope, which had not been equalled in any of the numerous studies by 
international organizations made in Ecuador since the end of the war. 

The study had penetrated to the heart of Ecuador's problems, such as 
that of the division of the country into two rather isolated economic units, 
the "Sierra" and the coastal belt, . The problara of the substitution of new for 
traditional crops was considered^ as well as the resettlement of the 
indigenous population. The report concluded that Ecuador could be self-
sufficient in the production of flour, and recommended that only wheat grain 
rather than the milled products should be imported. Already .that recommendation 
has been translated into legislation, 

The production of wheat offers great possibilities in Ecuador, Technical 
studies had shown that yields could be increased to the level of the great 
wheat-producing countries. Kith, regard to the. overpopulation of the "Sierra" 
region, the recommendation of UCLA to transfer.a part of the indigenous 
population to the coast would incur considerable difficulties., because the 
Ecuadorian Indian was closely attached to the soil. As „an alternative, he 
could perhaps be moved short cdstances within the same region, with very 
beneficial economic results. 

One subject which had escaped proper attention in the ECLA study was . .. 
. . , , , . /cattle raising, • 
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cattle raising, and more particularly dairy farming. Several years earlier an 

organization had been established which had succeeded in raising the quantity 

and quality of dairy production,, Ecuador was the only country in Latin America 

which did not have hcof«-and~mouth disease. 

In shorts Ecuador was a country with great agricultural possibi l i t ies„ 

requiring only the recuperation of the land, the promotion of modern technical 

methods, and the l i f t i n g of the economic and social level of the indigenous 

working population, 

Mr* MRRAMA (Food and Agriculture Organization) submitted the FAO's 

study of the fishing industry in Latin America, He apologized that copies had 

not been made available earlier and that i t had not yet been translated into 

Spanish„ 

The study was based on inform' tion gathered throughout the area by FAO 

personnel; the numerous stat ist ical tables included a number of estimates which 

would later be improved«, There were two principal parts to the survey, one 

dealing with the present situation of the industry in Latin America and 

the second with prospects for future development. 

Among the most serious problems^inhibiting development of the industry 

was i t s instabi l i ty and the consequent high cost of production„ Thus capital 

requirements were large and often obliged State .intervention. Nevertheless, 

since the end of the war production of the industry had increased at the rate of 

9 per cent annually. The subject deserved further study, not only because of 

the growing economic importance of the industry, but also because f ish might 

become a useful supplement of the popular diet . 

The meeting rose at liOO p„m. 


